Biblical Studies (handouts and demonstrations)

“BASIC ENGLISH BIBLE REFERENCE BY TYPE”
“LOCATING PUBLISHED COMMENTARY ON SPECIFIC BIBLICAL PASSAGES” with
“COMMENTARY ON COMMENTARIES”

Theology

Selected dictionaries and encyclopedias in the SPU Library

(Dictionaries and encyclopedias of biblical theology, Christian ethics, etc., excluded)

Psychology

Encyclopedias, Handbooks, etc.
(Some mere dictionaries excluded)


According to Christian Smith, Arnett is “the leading scholar of emerging adulthood”.


According to Christian Smith, Arnett is “the leading scholar of emerging adulthood”.


Sociology

Encyclopedias, Handbooks, etc.
(Some mere dictionaries excluded)


Education

Encyclopedias, Handbooks, etc.  
(Some mere dictionaries excluded)

Murphy and Murphy. Catechetics from A to Z. 1982.